
 
Propel Service Consumption Table  

Effective: December 19, 2022 
  
Generally. The Propel Service is a cloud data platform provided by Propel Data Cloud Inc (“Propel”, “we”, “us”, 
“our”) to Propel customers (each a “Customer”, “you”, “your”) as a service which consumes resources for distinct 
functions as set forth herein and is available in several different geographical regions (“Regions”), as described 
more fully in the Documentation. Customer can ingest their own data into Propel ("Customer Data"). Customer 
can create and manage the Customer Data with Data Pools ("Data Pool") on the Propel Service (“Account”). 
Customer can optimize query performance with Boosters ("Booster") on the Propel Service (“Account”). Customer 
can query Customer Data (“Query Data Processed”) at a given speed determined by a given Propeller ("Propeller") 
on the Propel Service (“Account”).  
 
Data Pools. Data Pool pricing is calculated based on the average gigabytes stored per month of all Data Pools stored 
in your Propel Account. The average gigabytes per month is calculated by taking periodic snapshots of all Data Pool 
Storage. The daily average will be displayed in the Propel Service. The monthly charge is based on the average 
calculated across the number of calendar days in that month. 
 
Boosters. Booster pricing is calculated based on the average gigabytes stored per month of all Boosters in your 
Propel Account. The average gigabytes per month is calculated by taking periodic snapshots of all Booster Storage. 
The daily average will be displayed in the Propel Service. The monthly charge is based on the average calculated 
across the number of calendar days in that month. 
 
Propellers. Propeller is the speed at which queries are processed. Each Propeller corresponds to a speed and a price 
(see table below). 
 
Query Data Processed. Query Data Processed is based on gigabytes of data processed to serve all queries in your 
Propel Account in the month. The Query Data Processed will be displayed in the Propel Service. The monthly charge 
is based on the total data processed across the number of calendar days in that month. 
 
On Demand Pricing. The Customer may be subscribed to on an On Demand basis, where usage is invoiced in 
arrears every month, or on a Capacity basis, where a set dollar amount of usage is purchased up front. Pricing 
depends on whether you are in On Demand or Capacity basis. Capacity pricing is determined by a discount 
specified in the Order Form off the On Demand prices. Prices are in U.S. dollars (USD). 
 
  



Region: US-EAST-2 On Demand Pricing 
 
Compute 
GBs processed in Queries 

Storage 
Data stored in Data Pools and Boosters 

Propeller Max records per second Price per GB 
 

Price/GBs/Month 

P1_X_SMALL 1,000,000 $0.01 Data Pools $2.50 

P1_SMALL 10,000,000 $0.05 Boosters $7.50 

P1_MEDIUM 100,000,000 $0.10 
  

P1_LARGE 250,000,000 $0.15 
  

P1_X_LARGE 500,000,000 $0.25 
  

 

Additional Accounts. You may request additional Accounts through the Propel Service or by filing a support ticket. 
 
Changes to this Propel Service Consumption Table. This Propel Service Consumption Table may be updated from 
time to time.  Propel will use reasonable efforts to provide advance notice via email or through the Propel Service 
of material changes, but the changes shall be effective on the date that Propel announces they are effective. If any 
change materially increases prices, you may terminate the applicable Order Form upon written notice to Propel and 
receive a refund of any prepaid and unused Capacity that you have purchased. This Propel Service Consumption 
Table applies to Previews, provided that Private Previews may be subject to different pricing, as may be set forth in 
the Private Preview Documentation.  
Any capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Agreement or the 
Documentation, as applicable. 
 
 


